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ABSTRACT 

This research examined the “perception of cryptocurrency traders on 

traditional transactional cost and risk associated with cryptocurrency 

trader in Nigeria”. The main thrusts of the study included, examining: the 

perception of cryptocurrency in Nigeria through the demographic 

characteristics of cryptocurrencies users; and, identify the risk and 

opportunities in cryptocurrency market in Nigeria. The mono method, 

(Qualitative) approach as used by (Moyo, 2018) was adopted, while 

questionnaires were administered to operators of cryptocurrency in Lagos 

and SPSS Statistical package was used in running the analysis.  The 

participants in the study were divided on whether cryptocurrency attract 

higher transaction costs than traditional banking cost. Further, 

opportunities were found to be in the areas of data management and 

insurance while risks were identified in the areas of data loss and 

cybercrime/online frauds. This research therefore recommend that 
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Nigeria government should regard cryptocurrency as a means of 

exchange, and its acceptance will aid the required regulation needed to 

guide against the use of it for crime and related matters.  Also, with 

positive government intervention, and enabling environment to explore 

opportunities offered by the cryptocurrency market will be created. 

 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The origin of money is a mystery but the emergence of coin and 

paper money is traceable to seventh century B.C. (Dumas, 2015), 

though, money has not evolved a lot since then, its essence is still 

to facilitate transactions. Now, we have credit cards and online 

banking, and cryptocurrency. 

 

Polillo (2011) introduced a fascinating theory regarding the 

production of currencies, the theory suggests that there are general 

social processes that that allow for various kinds or networks and 

organization to be able to create currencies. He also presented the 

principle of money as “multiple currencies” and argues that 

through social practices, societies constantly transform money in 

creative ways to better suit their needs. 

 

 Berentsen and Schär (2018) affirmed that Bitcoin (the first 

recognized cryptocurrency) originated with the white paper that 

was published in 2008 under the pseudonym “Satoshi Nakamoto,” 

as it was published via a mailing list for cryptography and has a 

similar appearance to an academic paper. It was made known that 

the creators’ original motivation behind Bitcoin was to develop a 

cash-like payment system that permitted electronic transactions but 

that also included many of the advantageous characteristics of 

physical cash. 

 

Silva (2016) explained cryptocurrency to be a system 

characterized by a computer program with three main axes: first, a 

public system of registration of transaction, called blockchain, 

serving as an accounting book of its entries and exits; second, an 
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encryption algorithm called asymmetric encryption- associated 

with a proof-of-work which is used to validate operations with the 

currency; and third, a decentralized computer network according to 

the design of the users (also called miners), which verify and 

validate transactions with the currency and update the public 

registry system-blockchain. 

 

Cryptocurrency is a virtual currency that uses a web-based 

communication protocol to aid in the transfer of wealth from one 

person to another, but when the qualities of money are put in 

perspective, Bitcoin appears defective. According (Gulled & 

Hossain, 2018) 

 

This research aims to provide insightful information on how 

cryptocurrency transactions and the perception of its traders in 

Nigeria.  

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

 Cryptocurrency is a technology made possible to perform 

 international transactions with a very low operational cost, but it 

 also imposes a series of regulation related challenges since this 

 system is not governed by any kind of governmental agency, 

 whereas its users are exclusively responsible for its operation. 

 Cryptocurrencies are being used in a variety of transactions in 

 various trading and exchanged for real money; much more faith to 

 real money (e.g. Bitcoins). It now becomes more accepted widely 

 by the consumers and the retailers alike rather than the traditional 

 transaction system due to low transaction cost. 

 

 The focus here is now that cryptocurrency as a virtual currency, its 

 purchase is majorly done electronically in Nigeria through 

 currency supplied by commercial banks yet the same financial 

 institutions cannot explain what actually happens when 

 transactions are initiated. 

 Cryptocurrency has also made it possible for individuals to engage 

 in money laundering much more that its values appreciate and 
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 depreciate spontaneously when compared to traditional currency 

 and also limiting the roles of commercial banks as intermediaries 

 between lenders and borrowers but this risks the wealth of users 

 and this brings the fear of causing financial system imbalance. 

 

1.2 Research questions 

1. What are the cost implications of using cryptocurrency and 

how does it differ from traditional banking? 

2. What are the risks and opportunities associated with the use 

of cryptocurrencies in the Nigerian economy? 

 

1.3 Research Objectives 

1. Establish the difference in cryptocurrency transfer cost 

from traditional banking 

2. Identify the risk and opportunities associated with the use 

of cryptocurrencies in the Nigerian economy. 

 

2.0 REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURES 

The definition of cryptocurrency is a complex and difficult one. 

However different literatures have provided some definitions of 

cryptocurrency as no universal definition is yet to emerge due to 

the evolving nature of cryptocurrency. Noted is that 

cryptocurrency do not possess the core attributes of money which 

are: legal tender and store of value. 

 

Kristoufek (2013) described cryptocurrencies as computer progra

ms which, as a currency,           issue own monetary units. Howeve

r, these units do not have a direct physical counterpart (e.g. coins o

r banknotes), nor do they have an underlying asset. Ali, John, Roge

r & James, (2014) made assertion that cryptocurrencies could appe

ar physically, but are designed electronically  and coins or banknot

es are just derivatives for the convenience of them. 

 

Yermack (2015) defined the aim of cryptocurrencies as improving 

the economic activities   between at least two individuals by imitati

ng money functions even if cryptocurrencies   cannot be fully reco
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gnized as money. Ametrano (2016) opined that the transferability 

of  tokens typically uses internet infrastructures, but not a trusted    

third party. This allows a large   group of individuals to access that 

technology. Basically, this feature is one of the reasons   why crypt

ocurrencies are attributed to potentially give the unbanked and und

erbanked people access to financial services (Mas & Lee (2015). 

A central concept in the construction of cryptocurrency is 

cryptography which creates and manages the ledger, Ahamad, 

Nair, & Varghese, (2013); Gandal & Halaburda, (2014). 

Cryptography, though is present in traditional banking services, 

e.g. online-banking. However, it plays a different role in both 

systems. In traditional banking systems, cryptographic functions 

are implemented to ensure the privacy of the system, i.e. to keep 

outsiders out of it. Therefore, cryptography works at the entry 

points in traditional banking services. This is different for 

cryptocurrencies where cryptographic functions are at the heart of 

the system. Cryptocurrencies are built around a specific (set of) 

cryptographic function(s), also protecting the system from insiders.  

Besides this technical definition, cryptocurrencies attract some 

specific and formal definitions from global institutions and 

regulators. According to JP Morgan, cryptocurrencies (CC) are 

virtual currencies that are created, stored and governed 

electronically by an open, decentralized, cryptography system. 

CCs can be used to exchange money, to buy certain goods/services 

or as an investment. Further, virtual currencies (VCs) can be 

obtained, stored, accessed, and transacted electronically, and can 

be used for a variety of purposes, as long as the transacting parties 

agree to use them. 

 

The benefits of cryptocurrencies have added to global payment 

industry and economy in general through:  data protection, low 

transaction cost, quick transfer, immunity to inflation, and 

expansion opportunity attributed to the disintermediation of 

traditional financial institutions. According to Franco (2014), there 

is a low risk for the cryptocurrency users in case of a retailer or a 

partner in a transaction is subject to a cyber-attack and loses 
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traditional financial or personal data of the customers or its own. 

Users are at risk only if the hackers get access to their private keys. 

Hayes (2016) affirmed that bitcoin transaction costs are lower than 

that of credit’s card with the survey which shows that $100 of 

value with a credit card cost $3.37, while a bitcoin transaction of 

similar value cost at most around $0.61, making credit cards a little 

more than 5.5 times costlier for that operation. 

 

Like a physical currency, cryptocurrency is also prone to few 

challenges which are: lack of solid anonymity; scams; terrorism 

financing. Reid and Harrigan (2013) argue that Bitcoin 

transactions, including cryptocurrency`s centralized services such 

as exchanges and wallet services, are not entirely anonymous. The 

same opinion was shared by Fanti and Viswanath (2017) who 

argue that current flooding protocols used in the Cryptocurrencies 

network do not sufficiently protect user anonymity. Since there is 

no information about the user in the public key of the 

cryptocurrency, Bitcoin enjoy a better degree of privacy than in 

other traditional digital transfer services. Main scams have been 

perpetrated globally and locally through scam which were termed 

high-yield investment programs, online Ponzi schemes that 

promised high interests rate on deposits, as victims were 

convinced to make Bitcoin deposits into “scam wallets”. 

 

According to (Ammous, 2018), cryptocurrency, is still observed as 

a prompt internet experience which is attracting the individual 

investors and the high-net-worth individuals. 

  

2.1 Approaches of Countries Towards Cryptocurrency 

 On the one hand, some of the developed countries try to become 

 pioneers in promoting the Blockchain technologies and their 

 advantages to modernize the financial system. On the other hand, 

 there are countries reluctant to implement this new technology or 

 even allow their citizens or companies to use it as a means of 

 exchange and payment.  
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 An important aspect, worth being emphasized is that some 

 countries consider implementing their cryptocurrencies for various 

 reasons, the control being one that comes to mind. So, our analysis 

 already identified two groups of countries, countries favorable to 

 cryptocurrencies and nations against cryptocurrencies. 

 

Table 1: Cross Countries Approaches Towards Cryptocurrencies 
 

Rank Friendly 

Countries 

Official position Unfriendl

y 

Countries 

Reasons 

1. Estonia Estonia does not 

regulate the use of 

cryptocurrencies. 

The government is 

considering to use 

the blockchain 

technology for 

healthcare, banking 

services and other 

suitable public 

areas.  

Nigeria As of January 

2017, Nigeria 

banned all 

transaction in 

bitcoin and other 

virtual 

currencies.  

 

2. United 

States  

According to the 

U.S. Treasury, 

bitcoin is a 

convertible 

decentralized virtual 

currency (Forexsq, 

2017).  

Bolivia According to the 

Central Bank, it 

is illegal to use 

any currency that 

was not issued, 

controlled and 

regulated by a 

country or any 

authorized entity 

(Yahoo News, 

2014).  

3. Denmark Danish Central 

Bank declared that 

Bitcoin is not a 

China Bitcoin is not 

allowed in the 

banking system. 
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currency, stating 

that it will not 

regulate its use in 

the country.  

Danish Financial 

Supervisory 

Authority suggests 

that Bitcoin is an 

electronic service 

and the earnings 

from its use would, 

therefore, be 

taxable.  

Denmark aims to 

digitalize its 

currency 100%.  

The citizens are 

permitted to 

mine and do 

transactions in 

cryptocurrencies 

(Forexsq, 2017). 

China is 

planning to 

create and use its 

cryptocurrency, 

as per the 

announcement 

from January 

2017 by the 

officials of the 

People’s 

Republic of 

China. The 

analysts from 

Bitcoin bans 

consider that all 

other 

cryptocurrencies 

will be banned 

when the 

Chinese 

cryptocurrency 

will be released 

(Bitcoinbans, 

2017).  

Rank Friendly 

Countries 

Official position Unfriendly 

Countries 

Reasons 

4. Sweden The Swedish 

Financial 

Supervisory 

Authority 

Ecuador Ecuador banned 

altcoins in 2014. 

The government 

declared an 
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(Finansinspektionen

) declared Bitcoin 

and other 

cryptocurrencies as 

a means of 

payment. 

(Wikipedia, 2017).  

intent to issue a 

state-backed 

cryptocurrency.  

5. South 

Korea 

For the time being, 

Korea does not have 

regulations on 

cryptocurrencies 

(Wikipedia, 2017), 

though some 

analysts from the 

Bank of Korea 

suggested in 2013, 

that Bitcoin should 

be subject to 

regulations in the 

future (Library of 

Congress, 2014).  

Iceland The local 

currency cannot 

leave the 

country. As a 

consequence, 

buying Bitcoin 

may breach this 

rule 

(Cryptocoins 

News, 2015).  

6. The 

Netherland

s 

The state does not 

regulate the use of 

cryptocurrencies, 

but the technology 

behind it 

(Blockchain) is 

under assessment 

and if proved proper 

to be implemented 

in the local banking 

to cut costs (Scott, 

2016).  

India Banks do not 

service Bitcoin 

businesses  

7. Finland Bitcoin is a 

financial service, 

VAT free (Scott, 

The 

Russian 
Federation 

The ruble is the 

exclusive means 

of payment in 
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2016).  

 

the Russian 

Federation. 

Central Bank 

considers 

transactions in 

Bitcoin as 

"dubious 

activities" 

connected to 

organized crime 

(money 

laundering, 

terrorism 

financing) It 

recommends that 

Russian citizens 

and companies 

should not 

transact 

cryptocurrencies 

(Library of 

Congress, 2014). 

In 2015, the 

government 

proposed steep 

fines on the use 

or creation of 

digital 

currencies. Still, 

the Russian 

government is 

reportedly 

looking to 

recognize 

Bitcoin as a kind 

of financial 

instrument in 

2018. 
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Rank Friendly 

Countries 

Official 

position 

Unfriendly 

Countries 

Reasons 

8. Canada Virtual 

currencies, 

including 

Bitcoin, are 

treated as 

"money service 

businesses" 

(Scott, 2016).  

Thailand Bitcoin is illegal as 

from the 29
th 

of July 

2013 (Smart, 2015). 

It is forbidden to 

buy, sell or use 

Bitcoins to purchase 

goods or services 

inside or outside the 

country (Bitcoin 

bans, 2017).  

9. United 

Kingdom 

Bitcoin is 

currently 

unregulated and 

treated as 

foreign 

currency 

(private 

money). The 

Bank of 

England is 

analyzing the 

possibility to 

implement 

Bitcoin 

technologies to 

improve its 

monetary 

system.  

Vietnam Vietnam banned the 

bitcoin in February 

2014. The Central 

Bank considers 

bitcoin transactions 

highly anonymous. 

“Bitcoin can become 

a tool for crimes like 

money laundering, 

drug trafficking, tax 

evasion, illegal 

payment” (Smart, 

2015).  

10. Australia Australian 

citizens are 

allowed to use 

Colombia Bitcoin is illegal in 

Colombia as of the 

end of 2016.  
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Bitcoin freely 

as any other 

currency (Scott, 

2016)  

Source: George (2017) World’s Top 10 Cryptocurrencies-Friendly/Unfriendly 

Countries. 

2.2 Empirical Review of Related Studies 

 Graf (2013) found that Bitcoin’s price has been volatile since its 

 creation in 2009, subject to sharp appreciations and steep 

 depreciations in value because of speculative users who hoard 

 Bitcoins expecting a rise in the price of Bitcoin. Further, Graf 

 (2013) observed that because the supply is capped in the long run, 

 widespread use of Bitcoin would mean that the demand for Bitcoin 

 would likely outstrip supply, causing Bitcoin’s price to steadily 

 increase. The consequence of that increase is that the Bitcoin price 

 of goods and services would steadily fall causing deflation. He 

 concluded that faced with deflation, there was a strong incentive 

 for users to hoard Bitcoins and not spend them, causing the current 

 level of transactions to fall. 

 

 Mwangi (2014) examined the impact of digital currencies on e-

 commerce landscape in Kenya, adopting a descriptive research 

 design. The study showed that Bitcoin use has increased 

 substantially, though still remains small in comparison to 

 traditional electronic payments systems such as credit cards and 

 the use of dollars as a circulating currency. 

 

 Bouoiyour and Selmi (2016) studied daily Bitcoin prices using an 

 optimal-GARCH model and show that the volatility had 

 decreasing trend comparing pre- and post-2015 data. Even tough, 

 they still observe significant asymmetries in the Bitcoin market 

 where the prices were driven more by negative than positive 

 shocks. 
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 Katsiampa (2017) estimated the volatility of Bitcoin through a 

 comparison of GARCH models and finds that the AR-CGARCH 

 model gives the most optimal fit. He underlined that the market is 

 highly speculative.  

 

 Umar (2017) argued that the proliferation of digital currency 

 including Bitcoin has led to the partial disintermediation of 

 banking system in Nigeria. 

 

 Nnabuife and Jarrar (2018) examined online media coverage of 

 Bitcoin cryptocurrency in Nigeria with focus on some selected 

 online version of leading mainstream newspaper in Nigeria, using 

 a qualitative and quantitative content research analysis method. 

 Findings revealed that Nigerian online media gave negative slant 

 to the coverage of Bitcoin. 

 

 Sovbetov (2018) examined factors that influence prices of most 

 common five cryptocurrencies:  Bitcoin, Ethereum, Dash, 

 Litecoin, and Monero over 2010-2018 using weekly data. The 

 study employed ARDL technique and documented several 

 findings. First, crypto market-related factors such as market beta, 

 trading volume, and volatility appear to be significant determinant 

 for all five cryptocurrencies both in short- and long-run. Second, 

 attractiveness of cryptocurrencies also matters in terms of their 

 price determination, but only in long-run. This indicates that 

 formation (recognition) of the attractiveness of cryptocurrencies 

 are subjected to time factor. In other words, it travels slowly within 

 the market. Third, SP500 index seems to have weak positive long-

 run impact on Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Litcoin, while its sign turns 

 to negative losing significance in short-run, except Bitcoin that 

 generates an estimate of -0.20 at 10% significance level. Lastly, 

 error-correction models for Bitcoin, Ethereum, Dash, Litecoin, and 

 Monero show that co-integrated series cannot drift too far apart, 

 and converge to a long run equilibrium at a speed of 23.68%, 

 12.76%, 10.20%, 22.91%, and 14.27% respectively. 
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 In Yanuar and Yoda (2018) work on the effect of cryptocurrency 

 on investment portfolio effectiveness, modern portfolio theory 

 approach was adopted using bitcoin, ripple and for investment 

 portfolio, the result showed that the portfolio increased as the 

 cryptocurrencies increased the effectiveness of the portfolio in two 

 ways; to minimize the standard deviation and the second, to create 

 more allocation options for investors to choose from. The optimum 

 allocation of Cryptocurrency was from 5% to 20% depending on 

 the risk tolerance of the investor. 

3.0  Methodology 

 This research adopted the mono method, (Qualitative) approach as 

 used by (Moyo, 2018) which explains the view that “a qualitative 

 method is used to describe, decode and advance the understanding 

 of intertwined past, present and future eclectic data”. This method 

 is known to harness the context richness and diversity of the 

 subject being studied through the use of well-designed 

 questionnaires. For these reasons, this method was chosen for this 

 research as the research aim was to gather important 

 unquantifiable data from the subject matter in Lagos State 

 

4.1 Results and Discussion of Findings 

 The distribution of questionnaires is analyzed. A total of 50 

 questionnaires were administered to operators of cryptocurrency in 

 Lagos (namely Remitano, Luno, CoinDirect, Cadex Vendors and 

 Raydron Exchange), out of which 42 copies were duly responded 

 to and valid for analysis. This implies 84% response rate.  

 

4.1.1 Analysis of the Adoption, Awareness and Usage of 

Cryptocurrency  

 Under this section, analysis of the adoption, awareness and usage 

 of cryptocurrency as contained in the research instrument (i.e. 

 questionnaire) is analyzed and discussed. The findings from the 

 analysis revealed. 
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Table 2: How long have you been in the Cryptocurrency market? 

 

 Frequency Percent Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

0-4 years 12 28.6 28.6 28.6 

5-9 years 28 66.7 66.7 95.2 

Above 9 

years 
2 4.8 4.8 100.0 

Total 42 100.0 100.0  

 

Source: Field Survey, 2019 

 

Table 2 reveals how long participants have been in cryptocurrency 

markets. More than half of the respondents have been in the market for 5-

9 years and they represented 66.7% of the total market operators surveyed 

while 28.6% have been in the market for 0-4 years. Participants who have 

been in the market for more than 9 years are 4.8% of the total. 

 

Table 3: What is the average volume of trade recorded in a month? 

 

 Frequency Percent Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

Below $50,000 9 21.4 21.4 21.4 

$50,000-

$100,000 
23 54.8 54.8 76.2 

Above $100,000 10 23.8 23.8 100.0 

Total 42 100.0 100.0  
 

Source: Field Survey, 2019 

 

The table 3 above analyzed the average volume of trade recoded by 

participants in a month. A simple majority of the respondents (i.e. 54.8%) 

put their average transaction volume between $50,000 and $100,000 while 
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23.8% of the participants record average transaction volume above 

$100,000. Further, 21.4% of the participants averaged their monthly 

transaction volumes below $50,000. 

 

Table 4: Are you pleased with the policy of Central Bank of Nigeria 

(CBN) on Cryptocurrency Trading in Nigeria? 

 
 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid No 42 100.0 100.0 100.0 

 

Source: Field Survey, 2019 

 

All participants in the study are not pleased with the CBN policy on 

cryptocurrency in Nigeria. This evidently showed that operators of 

cryptocurrency in Nigeria analyze their transactions based on CBN policy. 

 

Research Objective 1: Establish the difference in cryptocurrency 

transfer cost from traditional banking  

 

Table 5: Do Cryptocurrency transactions attract any cost? 

 
 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Yes 42 100.0 100.0 100.0 
 

Source: Field Survey, 2019 

 

The table 5 above showed participants view whether cryptocurrency 

attract any cost. All the participants in the study expressed the same 

opinion that cryptocurrency transactions attract cost. 
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Table 6: How would you describe the transaction cost of 

cryptocurrency? 
 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

Low 5 11.9 11.9 11.9 

Moderate 37 88.1 88.1 100.0 

Total 42 100.0 100.0  
 

Source: Field Survey, 2019 

 

Under this question, participants described the transactions cost of 

cryptocurrency as moderate. This accounts for the views of 88.1% of the 

total respondents while the remaining 11.9% of the participants viewed 

the cost as low. 

 

Table 7: Which of Cryptocurrency or Traditional Banking has a 

higher cost? 
 

 Frequency Percent Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

Traditional banking 21 50.0 50.0 50.0 

Cryptocurrency 

Trading 
21 50.0 50.0 100.0 

Total 42 100.0 100.0  
 

Source: Field Survey, 2019 
 

The table 7 above showed that participants are divided equally on which 

of traditional banking and cryptocurrency has a higher cost. 
 

4.1.2 Analysis of Respondents’ Views on the Risk and 

Opportunities in Cryptocurrency Market 

Research Objective 2: Identify the risk and 

opportunities associated with the use of 

cryptocurrencies in the Nigerian economy 

The concern of the questions under this section is to 

examine participants’ views on the risk and opportunities 
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associated with cryptocurrency market. The responses from 

the questions are analyzed in the table 8 below and 

discussed thereafter. 

 

Table 8: As a cryptocurrency trader, are you able to trace and 

recover cryptocurrency sent to a wrong wallet? 
 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

No 9 21.4 21.4 21.4 

Yes 33 78.6 78.6 100.0 

Total 42 100.0 100.0  

 

Source: Field Survey, 2019 

 

The table 8 above showed that majority of the participants, 78.6% are able 

to trace and recover wrong transactions made in cryptocurrency while 

21.4% of the participants claimed they were not able to trace and recover 

transactions wrongly made. This may be not unconnected with the 

operator’s transaction knowledge. 

 

Table 9: Mean Scores of the Influence of SMEs Sector Operation  

ITEMS    X SD VAR 

High volatility is a major risk associated with 

cryptocurrency 
4.0952 .90553 .820 

Cryptocurrency has influenced transnational 

crimes and funded terrorism 
4.0476 .76357 .583 

The possibility of price manipulation affects 

the market negatively  
4.2381 .79048 .625 

Data loss or theft is a major risk faced by 

cryptocurrency traders  
4.6190 .58236 .339 

Cryptocurrency funding may be applied to 

some specific sectors 
3.9048 .84995 .722 

Cryptocurrency has increased the cyber-

crimes and online frauds 
4.5000 .59469 .354 
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Opportunities in cryptocurrency related 

companies has grown rapidly 
4.0952 .69175 .479 

Opportunities in data management and 

security have become enormous 
3.9048 .69175 .479 

Opportunities exist for insurance to reduce 

risk for customers 
4.2143 .68202 .465 

Overall, the risk associated with 

cryptocurrency outweighs the opportunities 
4.0000 .76509 .585 

 

Source: Field Survey, 2019 

 

Table 9 analyzed the views of respondents on the risk and opportunities in 

cryptocurrency market in Nigeria. Attribute which reads “Data loss or 

theft is a major risk faced by cryptocurrency traders” ranked highest with 

the mean scores of (X= 4.6190, SD= 0.58236). Attribute such as 

“Cryptocurrency has increased cybercrimes and online frauds” with the 

mean scores (X = 4.5000, SD= 0.59469) ranked second while attribute 

that reads “The possibility of price manipulation affects the market 

negatively” came third with the mean scores of (X = 4.2381, SD= 

0.79048). The attribute that reads “Cryptocurrency funding may be 

applied to some specific sectors” and “opportunities in data management 

and security have become enormous” are the lowest ranked with the mean 

scores of (X = 3.9048, SD= 0.84995) and (X = 3.9048, SD= 0.69175) 

respectively. 

 

5.0  Recommendation and Conclusion 

 

5.1  Recommendations 

 Based on the research findings, the following recommendations 

 are made: 

 Regulations is a major setback for cryptocurrency in most 

 countries and particularly Nigeria. Monetary authorities and 

 government are expected to study the developments in the 

 cryptocurrency market and regulate the activities of the market in 

 stages. The role of governments will be important, both from an 
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 adoption perspective, as well as the creation and enablement of the 

 policy and regulations environment. 

 There is need to deepen knowledge and skills of all stakeholders in 

 the cryptocurrency market. This is necessary to address the 

 shortage of developers, administrators and exposes other critical 

 sectors of the economy such as insurance, banks, information and 

 communication technology (ICT) etc. to numerous opportunities 

 that can be explored from the market.  This can be in form of 

 regular training programmes for new startups in order to encourage 

 more investment in cryptocurrency. Also, key sectors of the 

 economy can develop their staff on the implications of 

 cryptocurrency for their market in order to tap into the 

 opportunities created by the market. 

 

 Cryptocurrency users need access to the internet because it is 

 based on applications to run. Therefore, there is need for 

 significant improvement in technology infrastructure and 

 expanding connectivity among the population particularly ensuring 

 broadband access which is key to facilitate use by people 

 applications that require high bandwidth and quality broadband 

 services. This is expected to be an opportunity for the ICT sector. 

 

 The high risk of cybercrimes, data loss and transnational crime 

 funding should be mitigated by government and other critical 

 stakeholders in the country. These risks create huge opportunities 

 in the insurance sector. 

 

 The future of Cryptocurrency concept is promising, revealing more 

 opportunities to bring positive changes and progress to e-Business 

 and e-Payment sectors. With the rapid progress and improve of 

 technology, cryptocurrency will not stop progressing.  

 

 Cryptocurrency can remove the cost and fees associated with 

 clearing houses, debit and credit card providers, and banks, thus 

 removing the need for all of the aforementioned third-party 

 intermediaries. Moreover, virtual currency would allow the 
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 unbanked and underbanked to send payments globally, 

 constituting universal means of exchange. This frees individuals 

 from paying currency fees while transferring money to different 

 countries. 

 

3.0 Conclusion 

 Cryptocurrencies offer a new method of transaction between 

 individuals. The use of cryptocurrencies is usually private, secure, 

 relatively quick and not expensive. Some currencies offer 

 complete anonymity to protect the identities of their users. This 

 anonymity also allows safe and untraceable participation in 

 illegitimate trade or procurement of illegal drugs or weapons. 

 However, threats from criminals and cybercriminals have become 

 an issue that is alarming. Also, cryptocurrency faces other risks 

 including data management and security, high market volatility, 

 terrorism funding, and infrastructure gap. 

 Overall, acceptance of cryptocurrency as a means of exchange by 

 Nigeria government will aid the required regulation needed to 

 guide against the use of it for crime and related matters.  Also, 

 with positive government intervention, and enabling environment 

 to explore opportunities offered by the cryptocurrency market will 

 be created. 
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